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Introduction

This memorandum summarizes a range of options for the four bridges that cross the
Norfolk Southern rail line in Pottstown Borough, Pennsylvania. Two of the four bridges are
badly in need of repair, or replacement. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the
potential impacts and consequences associated with closing one or more of these bridges.
Several factors were taken into consideration, chief among them the current and future
needs of the neighborhood where the bridges are located – for example, how the residents
of this neighborhood use the bridges to go to work, or shopping and how the kids in the
neighborhood use the bridges to get back and forth to school.
The needs of the surrounding community were also considered. These are people who use
the bridges as a shortcut to avoid the traffic lights on High Street, and the at-grade rail
crossing on South Hanover Street, at the intersection with Queen Street.
There are multiple ways into, and out of the neighborhood. Therefore, the closure of one
of these bridges will not result in any resident being cut-off from the outside world.
Although, for a few properties, it might require minor adjustments to the existing street
system. For example, flipping the direction of a one-way street. Depending on where a
particular household or business is located, there may be little or no impact at all.
Likewise, the people who are using the bridges as a shortcut have other options. These
options may involve traveling through more traffic lights, and be a little slower, but closing
a bridge is not going to prevent them from getting to their destination. The issue is the
degree to which various users will be impacted, in terms of additional travel time, and
inconvenience as they go about their day-to-day travel. The need to re-route school buses,
or trash pick-up are also considered. As is the additional time it will it take police, fire, and
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emergency rescue to reach a property in the event of an emergency. These are the
questions that this report tries to answer.
A disclaimer – the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission is primarily engaged in,
and qualified to conduct transportation planning. We are not structural engineers.
Therefore, the primary focus of this report is on the implications that closing a bridge has
on travel to, from, and through the neighborhood. There are several questions listed at the
conclusion of this report regarding the structural integrity and estimated remaining lifespan
of the bridges. These questions will need to be answered by a registered structural
engineer.
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Existing Conditions

The bridges are located in the South End neighborhood of the Borough of Pottstown. The neighborhood is
roughly bordered by South Washington Street on the east, the Schuylkill River on the south, South Hanover
Street on the west, and East High Street on the north 1. The Norfolk Southern rail line traverses the
neighborhood in an east-west direction. The four bridges spanning the rail tracks are on Charlotte, Evans,
Franklin, and Washington streets, approximately 400 feet south of High Street – the main street in
downtown Pottstown.

Land Use
The South End neighborhood is primarily a quiet residential area, as shown below in Figure 1. Many of the
buildings date back to the late 19th century.
Figure 1: Row Houses along South Street

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017

Figure 2 shows the location of the neighborhood relative to the rest of Pottstown. As shown on the
current zoning map (Figure 3), most of the neighborhood is zoned as TTN - Traditional Town

1

The Mercury News. Pottstown’s South End was ‘wrong side of the tracks’. September 2, 2012.
http://www.pottsmerc.com/article/MP/20120902/LIFE01/120829258
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Neighborhood 2. Figure 4 shows the current land use map. In addition to residential (single family
detached and multifamily), there is also some commercial, manufacturing / light industrial, and three
churches in the neighborhood.

2
Montgomery County Planning Commission. Pottstown Borough Comprehensive Plan. May 2014. Figure 4-9: Zoning
Map
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Figure 2: Study Area Location

Study Area
Bridges

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 3: Pottstown Zoning Map

Source: Montgomery County Planning Commission, 2010
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Figure 4: Existing Land Use

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 5: Future Land Use Plan

Source: Montgomery County Planning Commission, and Pottstown Planning Commission, 2014
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The Pottstown Metropolitan Regional Comprehensive Plan 3 identifies four broad types of land use
categories: Regional Core, Primary Growth Area, Secondary Growth Area, and Conservation Area. The
South End neighborhood is located in the historic Regional Core. This area has experienced abandonment,
disinvestment, and decline in the last several decades 4.
The major focus of planning efforts for the Regional Core is on redevelopment and revitalization. A good
example of this is the recently completed Hanover Square Townhomes, located in the southwest corner of
the neighborhood (bordered by Industrial Highway and Hanover, South, and Charlotte streets). This
development is built on the site of a former Mrs. Smith’s Pies bakery5, where they made frozen pies for the
better part of the twentieth century.
In terms of future land use, most of the South End neighborhood has been classified as Town Residential
(Figure 5). This designation allows the neighborhood to stay pretty much as it always has been. The intent
is to preserve it as a predominantly residential and pedestrian friendly neighborhood with a small number
of stores and offices mixed in.
Table 1 shows the forecast growth in households, population, and employment for this part of Pottstown.
The population is expected to grow by less than one hundred people over the next thirty years.
Table 1: Demographic Data (TAZ 11023)
Households

2015
519

2045
554

Growth
35

% Change
6.7%

Population

1,193

1,274

81

6.8%

Employment

1,117

1,239

122

10.9%

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017

3

Montgomery County Planning Commission. Pottstown Metropolitan Regional Comprehensive Plan. 2015. Page 68

Philadelphia Inquirer. Hopeful Signs of a Resurgence for Pottstown. July 31, 2016.
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/20160731_Hopeful_signs_of_a_resurgence_for_Pottstown.html

4

The company was founded by Amanda Smith, a homemaker from Pottstown, in 1925.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mrs._Smith's

5
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Street Network
There is a grid street network in the South End neighborhood. There are four major north-south streets:
Charlotte, Evans, Franklin, and Washington. Each of these streets connect High Street with Industrial
Highway, and have bridges that span the Norfolk Southern rail line. South Street is the major east-west
street, roughly bisecting the neighborhood, and connecting Washington Street with Hanover Street. Table
2 lists additional information for these streets.
Figure 6 shows the functional classification of the streets. All of the streets in the South End are classified
as local streets. From the Pottstown Metropolitan Regional Comprehensive Plan 6, these streets are
primarily intended to serve very short trips at low speeds. The posted speed limit for all of these streets is
25 miles per hour.
Figure 7 shows a more detailed view of the street network in the South End. It shows the location of the
bridges, one-way streets, and traffic signals and signs. As can be seen, all of the residents have multiple
ways in and out of the neighborhood.
Figure 8 shows the daily traffic volumes on the streets. Washington Street carries the most traffic each
day, approximately 2,500 vehicles. Evans and Franklin both carry about the same amount of traffic,
between 1,100 and 1,200 vehicles per day. Charlotte and South streets have the lowest daily volumes, less
than 1,000 vehicles per day.
The observed volumes on the streets in the South End are well below the daily and peak hour capacities of
the streets and intersections. For the most part, the current levels of traffic correspond with the amount
of traffic that one would expect to be generated by a quiet residential area. The residents of the
neighborhood experience little if any delay or congestion.
Table 3 shows the percentage of traffic that is cutting-through the neighborhood. For example, a car
traveling west on High Street, that turns left onto Washington Street, and travels all the way to Industrial
Boulevard without stopping, and then turns right on to Industrial, as shown in Figure 9.
Most of the cut-through traffic probably uses Charlotte, Evans, Franklin, or Washington streets as a way to
avoid the traffic lights on High and Hanover Streets. The amount of cut-through traffic can fluctuate
depending on the time of day. There are also pretty big differences between the streets. The highest
amount of cut-through traffic was observed on Washington Street, at times exceeding 90%. Possible
reasons include the lack of stop signs on Washington. And, because Washington is at the edge of the
neighborhood, there is not much traffic coming from the east side of the street. Except for traffic entering
and exiting the Industrial Park on Laurel Street, a driver on Washington only has conflicts with traffic or
pedestrians coming from the west side of the street.
Montgomery County Planning Commission. Pottstown Metropolitan Regional Comprehensive Plan 2015. Figure 8-4
Smart Transportation Proposed Roadway Categories, page 136.
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Table 2: Major Streets in Study Area
Street

Direction

One-way /
Two-way

Charlotte Street

One-way*

Evans Street

One-way*

Number of Lanes

Posted Speed Limit

On-Street Parking

AADT (2016)

Peak Hour
Traffic Volume

Average Daily
Bike Volume

Average Daily
Pedestrian
Volume

Southbound

1

25 mph

west side only

864

65

18

307

Northbound

1

25 mph

west side only

1,131

111

18

309

Southbound

1

25 mph

west side only

1,178

109

13

176

Franklin Street

One-way

Washington Street

Two-way

Both directions (North
and South)

2

25 mph

east side only

2,518

236

29

317

South Street

Two-way

Both directions (East
and West)

2

25 mph

both sides

578

67

NA

NA

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
Notes: Data collected in October 2016
A short stretch of Evans Street is two-way, from Laurel Street to Industrial Highway
Charlotte Street is two-way from South Street to Industrial Highway

Table 3: Cut-Through Traffic
Street

Observed Percentage of Total Traffic

Time of day

Charlotte Street

26% - 55%

10:00 AM to 4:30 PM

Evans Street

27% - 53%

10:30 AM to 4:00 PM

Franklin Street

54% - 61%

2:30 PM to 3:45 PM

Washington Street

50% - 97%

1:00 PM to 4:30 PM

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
Note: Data collected in November 2016, and May 2017
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Figure 6: Functional Road Classification

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 7: Study Area Street Network

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 8: Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 9: Example Short-Cut Using Washington Street

Source: Google Maps, 2017
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Bridges
Available data from Pennsylvania DOT bridge inspections are shown in Table 4. Figures 10 through 16
show recent photographs of each bridge. Of the four bridges, Franklin Street is in the worst condition.
Built in 1920, both its deck and superstructure are in serious condition, and the bridge is classified as
structurally deficient (see Appendix for more detail on bridge conditions and rating criteria).
Like Franklin Street, the Washington Street Bridge was also built in 1920 and is also structurally deficient.
Its deck is in satisfactory condition, but its superstructure is in poor condition. Both bridges have recently
imposed weight restrictions. Franklin Street has a maximum load limit of 12 tons for a single vehicle and
15 tons for a combination vehicle (see July 20, 2016 letter from the Public Utilities Commission in
Appendix). Washington Street has a maximum load limit of 15 tons for a single vehicle and 24 tons for a
combination vehicle.
The Evans Street Bridge was built in 1928, and is generally in fair condition.
Charlotte Street is the newest bridge. It was built in 1968 and is in the best shape. There is no reason to
close this bridge.
Figure 10: Charlotte Street Bridge, looking south

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 11: Evans Street Bridge, looking south

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017

Figure 12: Evans Street Bridge, looking north

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 13: Franklin Street Bridge, looking south

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017

Figure 14: Franklin Street Bridge, looking north

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 15: Washington Street Bridge, looking south

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017

Figure 16: Washington Street Bridge, looking north

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Table 4: Bridge Data
Bridge

Charlotte Street
Bridge

Evans Street Bridge

Franklin Street Bridge

Washington Street
Bridge

Bridge_ID

46741600100000

46741616600005

46741616700005

46741616800005

Year Built

Structure Type

Weight Restriction

Condition

Structurally Deficient

Owner

Concrete encased steel, I beams

No weight restriction

Deck – Satisfactory (6)
Superstructure – Fair (5)
Substructure – Fair (5)

Not structurally deficient

27 - Railroad

Concrete encased steel, Girder riv/thru

No weight restriction

Deck – Fair (5)
Superstructure – Fair (5)
Substructure – Fair (5)

Not structurally deficient

27 - Railroad

Concrete encased steel, Girder riv/thru

12 tons single / 15
tons combination

Deck – Serious, deterioration has seriously affected
the primary structural components (3)
Superstructure – Serious (3)
Substructure – Fair (5)

Bridge has deterioration to one
or more of its major components.

Co-owned by Railroad
and Borough

Steel, Girder riv/thru

15 tons single / 24
tons combination

Deck – Satisfactory (6)
Superstructure – Poor (4)
Substructure – Fair (5)

Bridge has deterioration to one
or more of its major components

Co-owned by Railroad
and Borough

1968

1928

1920

1920

Source: Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT), Report B1 Local Public, http://www.penndot.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/Bridges/Pages/default.aspx
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC)
Bridgehunter website, https://bridgehunter.com/pa/montgomery/bh62943/
Pennsylvania’s Structurally Deficient Bridges, Keystone Crossroads website, http://crossroads.newsworks.org/index.php/local/keystone-crossroads/76025-mapping-out-pennsylvanias-structurally-deficient-bridges
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Analysis of Alternatives

This section evaluates what would happen if the Borough were to close one or more of the
bridges. Of the four bridges, two (Franklin and Washington) are in need of immediate
consideration. Evans is not structurally deficient, and has no weight restrictions, therefore
there is not the same pressure to make a decision. But the Evans Street Bridge is still
considered for closure based on its age and current condition. The Charlotte Street Bridge is
40-50 years younger than the other bridges, in much better condition, and therefore is not
considered for closure.
For the three bridges that are considered for closure, the analysis focuses on the following
questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does the bridge closure impact the residents of the neighborhood?
How does it impact cut-through vehicle traffic?
What are the impacts to bicycle and pedestrian trips?
How does it impact school buses trying to pick-up and drop off kids?
How does it impact trash collection vehicles?
Would the closure be consistent with the Borough’s land use plans?
and more importantly, how is emergency access (police, fire, EMT) affected?

Where possible, individual residences and businesses are used as examples, to illustrate how
closing a bridge will impact someone living or working in the neighborhood. For example, it could
mean that people have to travel the wrong way down a one-way street to get back home.
Therefore, in some cases, closing a bridge might need to be accompanied by a set of additional
changes to the street network, to make it work for everyone.
We also tried to quantify impacts wherever possible, for example, how travel times might be
impacted by a closure. But, in some cases, for some of the factors that are being considered, there
is not enough data to do a quantitative analysis. Where we could not quantify, we resorted to
ranking the Alternatives in relative terms, based on available data and analytical tools. Table 4
presents the results of this analysis, comparing the Alternatives for the most important factors.
The analysis presented in this report is based on data and field observations collected by DVRPC
staff. Vehicle, bike, and pedestrian counts were collected at the four bridges and on South Street in
October and December of 2016. Through traffic percentages are based on field observations taken
in November 2016 and May 2017. Where possible, the travel time differences of alternative routes
were verified by DVRPC staff by actually driving and timing how long it took to travel by car on local
roads. These travel time checks were conducted in April 2017. DVRPC staff used a radar gun to
estimate the average speeds of vehicles traveling on neighborhood streets. Bluetooth origin24

destination data was collected in February 2017. Land use projections are based on current and
future demographic data from the Montgomery County Planning Commission and DVRPC.
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Franklin Street Bridge
The Franklin Street Bridge is in the worst condition, and therefore the most likely candidate to
close. What would happen if it was closed to vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic?

Land Use
The Borough’s future land use plan has designated the South End neighborhood as Town
Residential. The goal is to preserve this area as a quiet pedestrian friendly residential
neighborhood. Closing the Franklin Street Bridge to vehicle traffic would support this goal. As
discussed below in more detail, most of the through traffic currently using Franklin is coming
from the residential area north of High Street. With the Franklin Street Bridge open,
southbound traffic originating north of High Street can save time by staying on Franklin Street
all the way south to Industrial Highway. If the bridge is closed, this traffic will not shift to using
Washington Street because, north of High Street, Washington is one-way going north. Some of
this traffic might shift to Charlotte Street. But Charlotte is a slower alternative, with more
traffic signals and stop signs. Therefore, the net impact will probably be a reduction in the
amount of cut-through vehicle traffic in the neighborhood.
The impact to bike and pedestrian trips is discussed below.

Neighborhood Vehicle Traffic
Several residences and businesses would be directly impacted. The auto restoration business
located at 70 South Franklin is a good example. Right now, because Franklin Street is one-way
going south, and New Street is one-way going west, the only way to get to this business is by
traveling south over the Franklin Street Bridge, as shown in Figure 17. If the bridge were
closed, people would still be able to exit from this business, but they would not be able to use
the existing street network to travel to the business.
The exact same thing would happen to the 17 residences located along New Street, between
Evans and Franklin. Once the Franklin Street Bridge is closed, they can leave home in the
morning by traveling west on New Street. But they have no way to get back home in the
afternoon. Trash and recycling collection would also be unable to get to these households.
But this is a fixable problem. So long as the Borough is willing to be flexible regarding street
and parking regulations. One solution would be to change New Street from a one-way street in
the westbound direction, to being one-way in the eastbound direction.
A similar thing happens to the residence located on the north side of the bridge at 26 South
Franklin Street. As shown in Figure 18, residents of this house can currently enter and exit their
property using Franklin Street. But once the bridge is closed, they can no longer exit by
traveling south on Franklin, and are effectively stuck at the end of a short (140 feet) one-way
street. However, there is a surface parking lot located adjacent to their property, at the
26

intersection of Franklin and Apple Street. As long as 26 South Franklin is able to use that lot,
then they would still have vehicle access.
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Figure 17: Close Franklin Street Bridge - Example Impact to Business

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Figure 18: Close Franklin Street Bridge - Example Impact to Residence

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Through Trips
Franklin is a one-way street in the southbound direction with a daily volume of 1,200 vehicles.
Approximately 50 to 60 percent of this is made by vehicles cutting through the neighborhood.
As a cut-through route, South Franklin is especially convenient for people who are traveling
south from the residential area located north of High Street, around the High School. For
people coming from this area, they can avoid the lights on High Street, by continuing south on
Franklin as shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19: Example Short-Cut Using Franklin Street

Source: Google Maps, 2017

If the Franklin Street Bridge is closed, this traffic would probably find an alternative route that
does not involving cutting through the neighborhood. Switching to Washington Street is not an
option because, north of High Street, Washington is one-way in the opposite (northbound)
direction. The alternative routes would be slower by 2 to 4 minutes, depending on time of day.
There could be as many as several hundred people who are impacted in this way each day.
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In the future, the amount of cut through traffic using Franklin Street is expected to grow once
the Keim Street Bridge re-opens. Figure 20 shows an example of this, using the DVRPC travel
demand model. The red line depicts the volume of traffic coming from the residential area
north of High Street, and then traveling south, over the Franklin Street Bridge, and then over
the Keim Street Bridge, to get to PA-724 and Phoenixville.
If the Franklin Street Bridge is closed, this traffic probably switches to taking Hanover Street
over the Schuylkill River, then taking the Pottstown Bypass (US-422) to PA-724. As with the
previous example, it’s a little bit of a slower route, but the increased travel time is anticipated
to be less than 1 minute.
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Figure 20: Future Short-Cut using Franklin Street, once Keim Street Bridge re-opens

Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2017
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Public Transit
Several Pottstown Area Rapid Transit (PART) bus routes and SEPTA route 93 make stops along
High and Hanover streets and at the Transportation Center next to the Borough Hall. But none
of the routes travel through the South End neighborhood, or along Franklin Street. Closing the
Franklin Street Bridge is not anticipated to have any impact to public transit ridership.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trips
Being able to keep the bridge open to pedestrians and bicyclists would be the ideal situation.
But as was brought up in discussions regarding the Keim Street Bridge 7, even if a bridge is
closed to vehicle traffic, there are still costs associated with its on-going maintenance and
repair. A registered structural engineer would be able to estimate the cost of keeping the
Franklin Street Bridge open for pedestrians and bicyclists. And the Borough would need to
determine if this was affordable.
Closing the bridge to bicyclists would be inconsistent with current bicycle plans. Franklin Street
figures much more prominently than Washington Street in the Borough’s, and Montgomery
County’s long term bicycle plans 8,9. As part of the Bike/Walk Pottstown plan, there is a
proposed bike lane on Franklin Street, extending all the way from the Borough’s boundary with
Pottsgrove in the north, to the Schuylkill River Trail in the south. Although it is hard to
accurately predict what the daily number of bicycle trips on Franklin Street would be in the
future, it seems reasonable to assume that there would be many more bicyclists on Franklin
once the bike plan is implemented.
It’s debatable whether closing the bridge would be inconsistent with the desire to keep the
neighborhood “pedestrian friendly.” For many of the residences located south of the bridge,
there are many alternative ways to walk north to High Street. Walking distance and time from
the intersection of Franklin and South Street to High Street is 0.1 mile / 3 minutes on Franklin,
0.2 miles / 5 minutes via South to Evans streets, and 0.2 miles / 5 minutes via South to
Washington streets. At most a resident would have to go 0.1 mile out of their way, and
increase their travel time by 2 minutes. The additional distance and walk time is probably not
an issue for most able bodied people.

7

The Mercury. Montgomery County offers old Keim Street Bridge to Pottstown. March 8, 2015.

8

Montgomery County. Primary Trail Network. May 2015. http://www.montcopa.org/DocumentCenter/View/3456

Borough of Pottstown. Bike & Ped Plan. May 2013. https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/712549pottstown-bike-lane-map.html
9
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Emergency Access
Many of the residential buildings in the neighborhood date from the late 19th, and early 20th
centuries. Emergency fire response times are more critical for these types of older buildings. To
evaluate how closing the Franklin Street Bridge might impact emergency response, travel times
from the nearest fire station to an example residence were compared with and without the
South Franklin Bridge. The example residence is located at 382 New Street. The nearest Fire /
Emergency station is the Good Will Steam Fire Engine Company at 714 East High Street. The
two alternative routes, using Washington and Franklin streets are shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21: Example Emergency Impacts

The Franklin route (shown in green) is 0.5 miles long, travels through 3 traffic lights, and takes 3
minutes. The Washington route (shown in purple) is a little bit longer at 0.6 miles, but travels
through one fewer traffic light. There is very little difference between the two routes in terms
of travel time.
It should be noted that a key assumption used in this analysis is that the normal rules of the
road are suspended in the event of an emergency. When an ambulance or fire truck is
speeding to an accident or a burning building, they are allowed to travel through red lights
34

(they usually slow down, and proceed with caution). The emphasis is on getting to the accident
as quickly as possible. Likewise, the assumption for the Washington Street route shown in
Figure 21 is that the emergency vehicle would be allowed to turn right and travel north on
Franklin Street.
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Washington Street Bridge
Like Franklin Street, the Washington Street Bridge is also old and structurally deficient. Unlike
Evans and Franklin streets, it is a two-way street with approximately twice as much daily traffic
as the other streets. The percentage of cut-through traffic was observed to be much higher on
Washington Street. Traffic on Washington Street was also observed to be traveling at a higher
average speed (30 miles per hour) than traffic on Franklin and Evans streets (24 miles per hour).

Land Use
Washington Street defines the eastern edge of the neighborhood. There are fewer residences
on the street, and none along the eastern side of the street. The street marks a transition from
the predominantly residential area to the west, to the industrial land uses on the east side of
the street
Keeping Washington open, keeps much of the higher speed through trips at the edge, away
from the heart of the neighborhood. This would be desirable from a land use planning and
pedestrian safety perspective. Therefore, closing Washington would be inconsistent with land
use plans.

Neighborhood Vehicle Traffic
Closing the Washington Street Bridge would result in fewer local traffic impacts because there
are fewer properties fronting onto Washington Street. The biggest trip generator is the Laurel
Street Industrial Park. But it is easier to access the Industrial Park from the south, via Industrial
Highway, as opposed to from the north using the bridge. That is definitely true for any trucks
that would want to avoid the weight restrictions on the bridge.
Washington is also a two-way street, so closing the bridge is not going to strand a property at
the end of a one-way street. The only property that might be impacted would be the small
building located at 49 South Washington Street, seen on the left side of Figure 16 (with the blue
recycling bin out front). It appears to be a residence, but does not have a driveway or garage.
Closing the bridge would essentially create a 250 foot long private driveway for this residence,
from the bridge to South Street.

Through Trips
There are several reasons why Washington is the most attractive bridge for cut-through traffic.
It can be used by traffic traveling both north and south. There are no stops signs to slow traffic
down. And, with the exception of the Industrial Park, there are no cross streets from the east
side.
At certain times of the day, the percentage of through trips on Washington Street exceeds 90
percent. For these reasons, closing the Washington Street Bridge is anticipated to have the
greatest impact to cut-through traffic. Over one thousand vehicles could be impacted each day.
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Some of this traffic (the southbound portion) would probably switch to taking Franklin Street.
Franklin Street currently has plenty of extra capacity, and it is not anticipated to overload the
street, or intersections. The greater question is whether this is really in keeping with the spirit
of the Borough’s land use plans, and the “Town Residential” designation. If the intent of the
plan is to preserve a predominantly residential and pedestrian friendly neighborhood, then
adding a lot of cut-through traffic to Franklin is probably not desirable.

Public Transit
As with Franklin Street, there are no public transit routes that use Washington Street. And
there are multiple ways to walk up to High Street, where the PART and SEPTA buses stop.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trips
Currently, the highest number of bicyclists were observed on Washington Street. Probably for
some of the same reasons that through traffic prefers Washington Street. Especially for
bicyclists traveling in the southbound direction, Washington offers a nice downward slope, and
a bicyclist can pretty much glide all the way from the bridge to Industrial Highway.
But Franklin and Evans streets are part of both the Borough’s and Montgomery County’s long
range bicycle plans. Assuming these plans are ultimately implemented, then at some point
these other streets would be better biking alternatives, for example, for riders who want to
connect to the Schuylkill River Trail. And because of this, it is anticipated that more riders
would gradually shift to using Franklin and Evans. For these reasons, closing the Washington
Street Bridge is not anticipated to have severe long-term consequences for bike travel.
It should also be noted that the sidewalk on one side of the Washington Street Bridge is
currently closed, as shown in Figure 15. So some pedestrians are probably already avoiding
using Washington Street.

Emergency Access
Although there are far fewer residences located along Washington Street, there are many more
light industrial and manufacturing jobs at the companies in the Industrial Park on Laurel Street.
These include a machine shop, and a company that makes pre-fabricated modular buildings.
And the fastest route to the Industrial Park from the Fire Engine Company at 714 East High
Street is via the Washington Street Bridge. Comparing alternative routes, it is about 2 minutes
faster from the fire station to the Industrial Park using Washington Street, than by using
Franklin Street. It’s a much more direct route, and there is probably much less chance of a
speeding ambulance or fire truck hitting a pedestrian on Washington.
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Evans Street Bridge
Of the three older bridges, Evans Street is in the best condition, and the least likely to collapse
any time soon. Evans Street also has the lowest daily traffic volumes.

Land Use
Evans Street had the lowest observed cut-through percentage. But closing it would still
probably have some beneficial effect, by shifting this traffic either to Washington or Hanover
streets. Reducing the amount of traffic traveling through the heart of the neighborhood, and
moving it to the edge is consistent with the goals of the land use plan.

Neighborhood Vehicle Traffic
The main consequence of closing Evans is that, as with the closing of Franklin, there would be
several residences that would be trapped. All of the residences on Evans, from South Street to
the bridge, and all of the residences on New Street, from Franklin to Evans would be able to get
to their residence, but they would not be able to get out.
But as with the Franklin Street closing, with a little flexibility, this is a fixable problem. The
Borough could change the direction of travel of some streets. For example, one solution would
be to make the section of Evans, between South and New streets one-way in the southbound
direction. This way everyone living on New Street would have one way in (via southbound on
Franklin), and one way out (Evans to South Street).
This would just leave the five residences on Evans Street (numbers 53, 55, 57, 61, and 64) north
of New Street. Once the bridge is closed, these five residences are essentially living on a short
(180 feet) dead end street. From looking at aerial photos, it appears that 53, 55, 57, and 61 all
have parking at the rear of their properties, and vehicle access via Plum Street. So, really just
one property (64 South Evans) would need to be able to use this short stretch of Evans as a
two-way street.
Closing the Evans Street Bridge would also be an inconvenience for some residents who want to
travel north. They would either have to travel east to Washington Street, or west to Hanover
Street. But, by car, this would be at most an addition of 1 minute to a person’s travel time.
One other consideration is school bus routes. Several school buses were observed dropping off
kids on Evans, between 3:30 and 3:45 PM. We were unable to obtain maps of the school bus
routes for this study. But it is probably possible to adjust the current routes in such a way that
none of the students would have to walk an egregiously greater distance.
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Through Trips
Evans Street was observed to have lower cut-through percentages than Franklin and
Washington streets. For northbound traffic, Evans is definitely slower than Washington Street,
with two stop signs at Cherry and South streets. Another contributing factor is that one
definitely feels like you are driving through a residential neighborhood on Evans. There are
many more residences along both sides of, and facing the street. Closing the Evans Street
Bridge is not anticipated to have a big impact on cut-through traffic.

Public Transit
Closing the Evans Street Bridge will have no impact on people who walk to the Pottstown
Transportation Center, less than 0.5 miles away, to catch a bus or train.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trips
Like Franklin Street, the Evans Street Bridge is part of Bike/Walk Pottstown’s plan. Also, like
Franklin, Evans Street has new concrete sidewalks. Closing the bridge would have a significant
impact on long range bicycle plans.

Emergency Access
The residence at 69 South Evans Street was used as an example, to estimate the impact that
closing the Evans Street Bridge would have on emergency response. This particular residence is
equidistant from two Fire Stations. From the Phillies Fire Company at 240 Chestnut Street, to
69 South Evans Street, is 0.5 miles and takes 3 minutes via Chestnut and South streets. From
the Good Will Steam Fire Engine Company at 714 East High is 0.6 miles and takes 3 minutes via
Washington and South streets. Neither route uses the Evans Street Bridge, therefore there is
no impact.
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Table 5: Relative Ranking of Alternatives
Alternative

Urgency – Need to
do something

Impact on Land Use
Plans

1 – Close Franklin

High

2 – Close Washington
3 – Close Evans
4 – Keep All 3 Bridges Open

Impact on Cut
Through Traffic

Impact to Public
Transit Ridership

Impact on Bike &
Ped Plans

Low Impact

Impact on
Neighborhood
Vehicle Traffic
Medium Impact

Cost

High Impact

Impact to
Emergency
Response Times
Low Impact

Medium Impact

No Impact

High

High Impact

Low Impact

High Impact

No Impact

Low Impact

High Impact

?? – need cost estimate

Medium

Low Impact

Medium Impact

Low Impact

No Impact

High Impact

No Impact

?? – need cost estimate

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

Most Expensive

Sources:
Montgomery County 2016 General Fund Budget, Capital Budget and Five-Year Plan, Adopted December 17, 2015. http://www.montcopa.org/documentcenter/view/10026
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission FY2017 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for Pennsylvania. http://www.dvrpc.org/asp/TIPsearch/2017/PA/
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?? – need cost estimate

Recommendations

Based on the data and the analysis described above, and DVRPC’s area of expertise, DVRPC
recommends the following:
The Borough does not need to keep all three bridges open. There are no existing capacity
issues on the roads and intersections in the neighborhood. And, with the relatively low level of
growth that is projected to occur over the next thirty years, there are not anticipated to be any
capacity issues in the future either. Furthermore, trying to keep all three bridges open would
certainly be the most expensive option.
Given its comparatively better condition, closing the Evans Street Bridge is not recommended.
However, it probably would be a good idea to consult a registered structural engineer to
estimate what the remaining useful life of the bridge is, given its current condition and level of
daily usage.
Closing the Franklin Street Bridge is preferred to closing the Washington Street Bridge. Closing
Washington is estimated to have more undesirable consequences. But it really depends on the
Borough’s priorities, and how they weigh the different factors. The arguments in favor of
closing Franklin and keeping Washington open are as follows:
•

Washington Street is used by many more vehicles every day, and it has a much higher
percentage of cut-through traffic. Closing it would affect many more people.

•

In terms of land use planning, closing Franklin and keeping Washington open supports
the “Town Residential” designation, e.g., the intent to preserve the neighborhood as a
predominantly residential and pedestrian friendly neighborhood with a small number of
stores and offices mixed in. Closing Franklin reduces the level of vehicle traffic cutting
through the heart of the neighborhood, and keeps it at the edge.

•

Closing Washington could have more severe consequences for emergency response.
There are over one thousand jobs in the industrial park. Many of these jobs are in
manufacturing, metal fabrication, and construction. If there was an accident in the
industrial park, Washington Street would be the quickest route for emergency response
vehicles.

The arguments in favor of closing Washington and keeping Franklin open:
•

The main argument for keeping the Franklin Street Bridge open is that it is a key part of
the Borough’s bike planning goals. It is beyond our level of expertise to estimate how
much it would cost to close Franklin to vehicles, but still keep it open to pedestrians and
bicyclists. This would be the ideal solution. One recent example of this is the
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conversion of the Manayunk Bridge, an old railroad bridge built in 1902, to a pedestrian
and bike only recreational trail 10, 11.

Remaining Questions
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are several remaining questions that are beyond the
expertise of DVRPC and will need to be addressed by a registered structural engineer.
•

Clarify bridge ownership
A definitive answer regarding the ownership of each bridge, ideally with supporting
“official” documentation, is needed.

•

Remaining life of each bridge
How much longer can Evans, Franklin, and Washington remain open to cars and trucks?
If Franklin is closed to vehicles, how much longer could it remain open to bicyclists and
pedestrians?
What would the annual maintenance costs be to keep Franklin open to bikes and peds
only?

•

Cost and time needed to repair bridges
Would it be possible to repair Franklin and Washington while they are open to vehicles,
or are they both at the point where they need to be completely demolished and
reconstructed?
How long would demolition and reconstruction take?
How much would it cost?

http://www.uwishunu.com/2015/10/manayunk-bridge-reopens-today-as-a-pedestrian-and-bike-trail-across-theschuylkill-river/
10

http://www.philly.com/philly/news/pennsylvania/car-free-schuylkill-river-bridges-connect-happy-trails-haven20170726.html
11
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Appendix

PUC Weight Restriction Memo for Franklin Street Bridge
PennDOT Bridge Inspection Terminology
PennDOT Report B1 - Bridges on Local Route System
(separate attachment)

References

PennDOT Bridge Inspection Terminology and Sufficiency Ratings

COLUMN ID and NAME

DEFINITION

a. BRKEY

Unique identifier assigned to the bridge structure.

b. County

Name of county where bridge is located.

c. Bridge ID

Identification number assigned to bridge location.

d. Location /
Structure Name

Geographic location of bridge, or the official, or commonly used, name
for bridge.

e. Feature Carried

Roadway that continues (or is carried) over bridge.
Roadway is identified by either the assigned street name or number,
and possibly the direction of traffic using the bridge (for example, EB
means eastbound). Abbreviation indicates whether the roadway is a
federal highway (I for interstate), state-owned roadway (SR for state
route), or local roadway owned by township/municipality.

f. Feature
Intersected

Roadway, waterway or railroad (or combination of these) that exists
underneath the bridge.

g. Owner Code

Two-digit code identifying governmental agency or railroad that owns
bridge and is responsible for inspecting and maintaining the physical
structure.

Codes: 01 PennDOT

31 State Toll Authority

02 County Highway Agency

32 Local Toll Authority

03 Town or Township Highway Agency

60 Other Federal Agencies (not listed
below)

04 City, Municipal Highway Agency,
Borough
11 State Park, Forest or Reservation
Agency

62 Bureau of Indian Affairs
64 U.S. Forest Service
66 National Park Service

12 Local Park, Forest or Reservation
Agency

68 Bureau of Land Management

21 Other State Agencies

69 Bureau of Reclamation

25 Other Local Agencies

70 Military Reservation Corps of
Engineers

26 Private (other than railroad)

80 Unknown

COLUMN ID and NAME

DEFINITION
27 Railroad

h. Length (feet)

Length of the bridge measured in feet.

i.

Deck Area

The bridge deck area in square feet as determined by multiplying the
maximum structure span length by the out-to-out width of the bridge
deck

j.

# Spans

Total number of sections (or spans) to the bridge from edge of roadway
to support (pier), and from support to support.

k. Structure Type

Material and construction type of bridge’s superstructure.

l.

Year the bridge was built.

Year Built

m. Post Status

Operational status of bridge:
Open – bridge is open to traveling public
Closed – bridge is closed to vehicular traffic (barriers and signs put in
place).
Pedestrian traffic may/may not be allowed.
Posted – bridge is open but signs have been placed stating a weight
limit that can travel across the bridge.
Temp – bridge has temporary supports and/or restrictions in place.
U/CON- bridge is closed due to construction

n Weight Limit –
Single (Tons)

If bridge is posted, signs are placed to indicate the maximum weight (in
tons) of a single vehicle (for example, a concrete mixer truck) that can
travel on the bridge. “1 TRK” means that the bridge is limited to one
truck traveling on it a time without a weight limit.

o. Weight Limit –
Comb (Tons)

If bridge is posted, signs are placed to indicate the maximum weight (in
tons) of a combination vehicle (for example, tractor trailer) that can
travel on the bridge. “1 TRK” means that the bridge is limited to one
truck traveling on it a time without a weight limit.

(Combination)
p. Weight Limit
Other (Tons)

When a bridge posted and limited to one truck at a time, signs are
placed to indicate the maximum weight (in tons) of that truck.

COLUMN ID and NAME

DEFINITION

q. Condition Rating
– Deck

Single-digit number that describes the physical condition of the deck
(top surface of bridge that carries traffic) compared to its original asbuilt condition. Number is assigned by state-certified bridge inspectors
during each inspection of the bridge, which occurs at least every two
years. Number range is nine to zero.
See the description for Condition Rating – Superstructure for a general
definition of each number.

r. Condition Rating Super
Superstructure is the
underlying or
supporting part of a
bridge, for example
steel members under
the deck.

Single-digit number that describes the physical condition of the
superstructure compared to its original as-built condition. Number is
assigned by state-certified bridge inspectors during each inspection of
the bridge, which occurs at least every two years.
Number range is nine to zero. A rating of 4 or below indicates poor
conditions that result in a structural deficient classification.
N = Not applicable
9 = Excellent
8 = Very good
7 = Good, some minor problems noted
6 = Satisfactory, structural elements showing minor deterioration
5 = Fair, primary structural elements are sound but showing minor
cracks and signs of deterioration
4 = Poor, deterioration of primary structural elements has advanced
3 = Serious, deterioration has seriously affected the primary structural
components
2 = Critical, deterioration of primary structural components has
advanced and bridge will be closely monitored, or closed, until
corrective action can be taken.
1 = Imminent failure, major deterioration in critical structural
components. Bridge is closed but corrective action may put the
bridge back into light service.
0 = Failed, bridge is out of service and beyond corrective action.

COLUMN ID and NAME

DEFINITION

s. Condition Rating
– Sub

Single-digit number that describes the physical condition of the
substructure compared to its original as-built condition. Number is
assigned by state-certified bridge inspectors during each inspection of
the bridge, which occurs at least every two years.

Substructure is the
part of the bridge
that supports the
super-structure such
as piers and
abutments.
t. Condition Rating
– Culv
Culvert is a curved or
rectangular structure
below the roadway
surface used
primarily for water
flow.
u. Struct Def
(Structurally
Deficient)
v. Func Obsol
(Functionally
Obsolete)

See the description for Condition Rating – Superstructure for an
explanation of each number.

Single-digit number that describes the physical condition of the culvert
compared to its original as-built condition. Number is assigned by statecertified bridge inspectors during each inspection of the bridge, which
occurs at least every two years.
See the description for Condition Rating – Superstructure for an
explanation of each number.

Indication of bridge’s overall status in terms of structural soundness
and ability to service traveling public. “SD” indicates that the bridge has
deterioration to one or more of its major components.
Indication of bridge’s overall status in terms of structural soundness
and ability to service traveling public. “FO” indicates that the bridge has
older features (for example, road widths and weight limits) compared
to more recently built bridges.

COLUMN ID and NAME

DEFINITION

w. Suff Rate

A calculated rating indicating the bridge’s sufficiency (or capability).
Factors included in the calculation are:

(Sufficiency Rating)

•
•
•

the structure’s adequacy and safety (accounting for 55% and
based on inspection data),
the structure’s serviceability and functional obsolescence
(accounting for 30% and based on ability of bridge to meet
current traffic conditions), and
how essential the bridge is for public use (accounting for 15%)

Ratings range from 100 (entirely sufficient) to 0 (entirely insufficient or
deficient).
The Sufficiency Rating is considered by the federal government when a
state requests federal bridge dollars to improve the condition of the
bridge. Bridges with low sufficiency ratings are eligible for more funds.
Sufficiency Rating

Funding Eligibility

80 – 100

Not available

50 – 79

Eligible for costs to rehabilitate or
refurbish bridge

0 – 49

Eligible for costs to replace bridge

x. MPO –
Metropolitan
Planning
Organization

Organization of several municipalities that serve areas with greater
than 50,000 people for the purpose of planning in a more
comprehensive manner; PA has 15 MPOs

y. Muni Code –
Municipal Code

Code corresponding to the local municipality that owns the bridge.

z. ADT – Average
Daily Traffic

This is the average number of vehicles that cross the bridge each day.
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